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Women rights. How are they different from men's rights? There was a point in time when only 
the men got to vote , Get an education , And work. What did the women get? They got to stay 
home and be housewives.  
 
Here are a couple examples from our time that women's rights are still different. Women still 
make less than men, Women only make 85% of what a man makes, And if you are black or 
hispanic the gap is even bigger. The 29 countries that currently have women serving as heads 
of state or government, as of 29 November 2019. And a woman is more likely to get raped than 
a man. A man does not have to worry while walking home a night if they are going to make it 
home. 
 
Men were the only ones to vote at a certain time.1872, Susan B. Anthony votes anyway and is 
arrested.In November, Susan B. Anthony, alongside 14 other women, casts a ballot and is 
arrested in New York. She would eventually be tried and convicted for voting illegally and fined 
$100. Anthony refused to pay the fine. In 1919 After making it through the House and Senate 
the latter by only two votes the Nineteenth Amendment, granting women the right to vote, would 
initially be sent to states for ratification and months later signed into law. 
 
A woman wasn’t allowed to go to college until 1813. Women have been allowed access to them 
for only a very small period of their existence. A man has been given his education to them for 
as long as they have lived but women had to fight and protest for there's. 
 
A women didn’t get to work until the 1960s with the feminist movement of the 1960s, women 
began to enter the workforce in great numbers. Women also had high labor market participation 
during World War II as so many male soldiers were away, women had to take up jobs to support 
their family and keep their local economy on track.  
 
Some cool and interesting facts i have learned while researching this is, As many as 1 in 4 
women experience physical or sexual violence during pregnancy. 603 million women live in 
countries where domestic violence is not yet considered a crime. Statistics show that the abuser 
is usually someone the woman knows: 38% of all murdered women are killed by their partner.  
 
One day while reading my school dress code I realized how strict they are on girls for how they 
dress. For example a boy is never told they need to change just because someone can see his 
shoulders. While if a girl's shoulders are out they are told to go home and change their clothes 
because of this they are saying how a girl looks is more important than their abilities to get an 
education and their excuse is that it is distracting the boys if it distracting them so much that i 
would need to go home and change then maybe they should just teach the boys how to respect 
women and their bodies. 
 


